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DTN/The Progressive Farmer Overview
Today, DTN and The Progressive Farmer are the
leading information portals for agriculture, energy
and weather sensitive markets enabling customers
to make “Smarter Decisions” with multiple products
delivered via mobile devices, Internet, satellite, and
print
DTN/PF has more than 700 employees in the US and
Canada with vertical market expertise providing
exclusive, accurate analysis for marketing,
production and management decisions
DTN/PF serves more than 600,000 subscribers across
related commodity markets everyday with timesensitive information enabling them to make more
profitable decisions
In late 2008, DTN was acquired by Telvent and joins
in Telvent’s mission: Smart Information for a
Sustainable World.
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Telvent Serves Critical Sectors
Transportation
Help Manage the transportation of more than 2.5 billion passengers
per year on train and metro networks such as the EZ Pass systems
found in NY, Boston, NJ.
Energy
Supply Chain Management and systems for the top fuel companies in
North America including company’s like Exxon Mobile, Conoco Phillips,
BP and price discovery services for 90% of the nation’s top fuel buyers.
Environment
Superior weather forecasting and observation services for companies like
the PGA Tour, NCAA, United Airlines and over 15,000 other weathersensitive businesses.
Agriculture
Business critical information to help different players in the supply chain
with buying and selling decisions
Global Services
Technological consulting services, outsourcing, software development, and
IT infrastructures

A Global Business Well Diversified
A Diversified Business by Verticals
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The Source for Major Ag Industry Leaders
Telvent DTN reaches virtually all grain and livestock producers in
the U.S., and has a leading position with agribusinesses,
commodity brokerages, and grain originators
Provide data and services to 95% of corn and soybean production and
60% of the cattle market in the U.S.
Provide cash market data and integration services for 80% of feedlots
and 50% of ethanol plants, coops, and brokerages in the U.S.
Provide of market data services for 80% of commercial risk
management for agriculture commodities

Agriculture Business Overview
Segment Overview

600,000 subscribers

Leading business information service provider
to agriculture predominately in the North
American corn/soybean/cattle complex

Top Grain & Livestock Producers

Segments Served

Producers
 360 degree information
tool for the ‘CEO’ farmer
 Satellite and Internet
subscriptions
 Media: print, digital and
live events

Originators
 Hedging/pricing tools
for elevators, feedlots,
ethanol plants
 Grain transaction portal,
communication services
and back office integration

Risk Management
 Leading position with
Ag commercial risk
managers including
agribusinesses and
commodity brokerage
 Redistribution Partners
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Production Ag
Technologies
Farm Smarter
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DTN Leads the World
Helping Producers Farm Smarter
DTN is the World Leader in Agricultural Information
Most Top Producers
Use DTN

Used by over 70% of top producers &
agribusinesses (200,000 users).

Ag Market News

Largest newsroom in agriculture with
unmatched industry coverage.

Professional Ag
Weather

Largest commercial weather company with the
most sophisticated tools available. 40% more
accurate than NWS

Commodities & Cash
Markets

Largest supplier of commodity and cash prices
with powerful, yet easy-to-use analysis tools.
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Stay Informed
Monitor critical factors affecting local and global
market prices.
DTN News & Analysis
has unmatched industry coverage with
the world’s largest Ag newsroom
DTN Ag News keeps you up to date on
critical Ag issues in production,
markets, policy and economics, such as
BSE and ethanol.
DTN U.S. & World News focuses on
national and global current events that
may determine supply and demand
market swings

Knowing what is happening in locally, nationally or
globally can give you the edge to make smarter decisions.

Produce More
Stay ahead with local agronomy reports and the latest
agronomy news from DTN production information.
DTN Agronomy News covers new
technology and production
practices for producers wanting to
stay ahead of changes in agriculture
DTN Agronomy Reports provide
local information on disease, pests
and crop production stages from a
local crop advisor to help you make
smarter production decisions
DTN Pest & Disease Center is the
most up-to-date reference Soy Rust
and potential outbreak areas
enabling you to make proactive
decisions in your production plan

A quick response to a pest or disease outbreak could
eliminate a potential crop failure.
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Increase Profits
Make smarter buy/sell decisions and avoid losses with
comprehensive market information.
DTN Six Factors Market Strategies ™
gives you future and cash
recommendations for the best time
to buy or sell Grain, Livestock, and
Fuel (15 total commodities)
DTN Market Commentary reports
on both the bull & bear sides of the
grain market throughout the day
USDA Report Analysis deciphers
what the numbers will mean to the
markets as soon as they

Taking advantage of one prime market opportunity with a preharvest sale can equal thousands of dollars more in your pocket.

Customizable Alerts & Updates
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Real-Time Deferred Cash Bids
The ONLY source of up-to-minute Cash Bids

Save time & money by
accessing 3700 locations
worth of real-time Cash
Bids & Basis
Cash prices can be
recalculated
ecalculated every
minute
Hover over Cash Bid
provides additional Bid
& Location detail

DTN Marketspace
An Innovative Online Market Place

Livestock
Producers

Renewable
Fuels

Grain
Producers

Elevators

Dairy Producers

Feed Mills

Secure · Reliable · Private
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Get the Best Price
Communicate and Make offers more effectively
Centralized management of
all offers with all your
agribusinesses
Simplify communication by
making one offer to multiple
agribusinesses
Customize offers with your
price, quantity and delivery
time
Automatically eliminates
doubledouble-booking concerns
Be informed of offer activity
anytime with email and text
message alert

Optimize Revenue
Create Transportation-Adjusted Offers

Compute net price with transportation-adjusted pricing tools
Configure for multiple delivery and origination points
Manage various delivery methods with site-specific freight calculations
Access DTN’s growing network of 3,700 elevators, feed mills and ethanol plants
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Conveniently Manage Records
Track Easily with Complete Documentation
Conveniently manage all
offers/contracts in one place
to simplify record keeping
with complete automated
documentation
Sort delivery commitments
to ease scheduling logistics
Track your total current
offer value with on-demand
reports
Manage inventory with
automatic updates calculated
with every offer
Track percentages of
Inventory sold and offered

Site Specific Weather
Reduce weather-related risks with local and accurate
weather conditions and forecasting tools.
DTN PrecipTimer™ tells you when
precipitation will start and stop on
your farm
DTN Wind Monitor alerts you
when winds are too severe to
spray
DTN Ag Forecast provides hourly
detail with business-grade accuracy
due to DTN’s extensive rural
weather observation network
DTN Weather is the largest
commercial weather provider
offering the most sophisticated
user tools

Monitoring weather for your farm can save you
thousands by managing your schedule effectively.
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Site Specific Weather

Historical Weather per Location
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DTN Livestock
Livestock-specific real-time market data, trading advice, production
information, industry news, and localized weather for livestock producers.
DTN Six Factors Livestock Strategies ™
gives you future and cash
recommendations for the best time to
buy or sell cattle or swine
DTN Markets Data is the same
information your local buyer uses,
allowing you to negotiate better prices
DTN Market Commentary reports on
both the bull & bear sides of the
livestock and grain trade throughout the
day.
USDA Report Analysis deciphers what
the numbers will mean to the markets

Taking advantage of one prime market opportunity can equal thousands
of dollars more in your pocket.

Control Replacement Costs
Utilize DTN’s comprehensive auction, packer and futures data to
make smarter buy/sell decisions
DTN Auctions reports results from over
500 daily, weekly and monthly auctions
in your area and around the country
DTN Cash Cattle & Hogs show exclusive
daily prices of what packers are paying
allowing you to negotiate better prices
DTN Livestock Margins are updated
daily to monitor profit and loss of the
herds
DTN Cash Analysis reports on the
regional and national livestock market
prices and trends pinpointing opportune
buying times

Just $5 per head additional profit can equal
thousands more per year.
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DTN Mobile
Real-Time Markets, Weather, and News for People on the Move
Markets: With auto-refresh quotes, monitor changing
markets, local cash bids, when anywhere
Weather: Make plans for the rest of the day while your out
in the field.
Radar
Full color, animated radar updated every five
minutes
PrecipTimer
Provides up-to-date calculation of rain in the area
and predicted stop time.
Hourly Forecasts
Updated continually to keep you informed of
changing weather
News: Stay informed on market affecting news.
Exclusive DTN Ag News and US & World News

Weather Alerts
Instant weather alerts: delivered to any e-mail or text message
capable phone, PDA, or PC
Set Alerts On:
Storm types – Tornado, Hail, Severe Weather
Precipitation
Amount thresholds
Configurable lead times

Forecast and Observed Conditions
Temp, Humidity, Wind

CountyCounty-Based NWS Alerts
Monitor Multiple Locations: Alert you where you are working
or other locations of concern
Multiple Contact Devices: Alerts can be sent to more than one
communication device
Can set quiet periods so not be alerted
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Compelling Website Content
In addition to your company’s
information (contacts, products
& services, specials, etc.) ... keep
them coming back with helpful
content including:
Market data & analysis tools
Premium Weather Info
News and Commentary

Interactive Communication Tools
Easy to use from one tool
Automated or customized delivery of
text messages and emails of bids,
futures, & alerts
eNewsletters sent daily, weekly, or
on-demand
Includes your personalized message
along with value-added market,
weather and news content

Easily manage your customers with
various communication groups
History of all outbound messages
with easy search/filters by sender,
time, recipient, etc
Ease of mind for compliance

Polling, Custom Surveys, Ask-theExpert Blogs and more
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Leverage the DTN Producer Network
ork
Strategic Promotion to your Target Market
Complement your Business Growth Plan with
DTN Marketer
Increase the exposure and brand awareness of
your business within your trade area
Receive highly visible ad placements on the DTN
digital network

Build awareness of your brand with prospects
Reinforce your business with current customers
Large, successful Producers will see your name
when they are making critical marketing and
operational decisions
DTN drives traffic to your web site
Maximize your Marketing Dollars to a Captive Audience
Highest success rate with your Prime Target Market

DTN Producer Network
• Top Producers make production and marketing decisions with DTN
• Increase your Brand Awareness on High Traffic Pages
• Target specific areas
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eNewsletters
• Promote your
business

• Deliver immediate,
value-added insights

• News and Weather
links drive traffic to
your site

• Automatically
schedule daily or
weekly

• More cost-effective
than mailings

Market Data Integration
Manual Update

DTN Market Data (PX)
(PX) Web Service

Steps
1. Update Accounting
Package

Steps
1. Zero

Risks
•
Daily updates
•
Risk of transposition
errors
•
Manage Business with
yesterday’s data

Benefits
•
Save time / No Manual Updates
•
No risk of inaccuracies
•
Manage business with current
information
•
Do More with Less

FBS Systems

Manual Update

DTN Market
Data

FBS Systems

DTN Web Service
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DTN Market Data Integration
For FBS Systems

Pricing
End of day data - $25/mo/user
10 minute delay - $35/mo/user
Initiation Fee - $100

DTN Prophet X
The Most Powerful Analytical Tool on the Market
Multiple preformatted
and customizable
Quote displays for easy
turn-key setup
A single click links key
data of News, Charts
and Market Depth per
commodity symbol
Profit by more timely
placed hedges with a
dynamic view of the
Market Depth – the last
trade and the number
of contracts per Bids &
Asks per commodity

Covered in Tomorrow’s Breakout Session
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DTN Ag Professional Solution
Pricing Decisions

Futures & Options
Real-time Grain Bids
Fuel Rack & Spot Prices
Site-Specific Weather
News and Analysis
Market Strategies
Risk Management Tools

Buying & Selling

Web Hosting Solutions
Branded Web Site
Content
Communication Tools
Text Message &
Emails for Futures,
Grain Bids, Alerts
E-newsletters
Advertising Solutions
DTN Network
Private Trading Portals
Buying/Selling
Manage Inventory

Operations

Market Data Integration
Basis/Cash Bid Integration
Portal Integration
User Integration
Single Sign On
Seamless login for
Customers

Questions?

Thank You
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